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kiara russell (above) suffered a quad injury in practice on dec. 5 and was
forced to miss the first seven games of the season. the junior (team-high

11 points, career-high-tying seven rebounds, career-high-tying seven
assists) also sustained a foot injury in practice on dec. 28 and is likely to
miss the remainder of the season. kelsey moos (above) suffered a foot

injury late in the second overtime of asu's win over cal on jan. 1 and has
missed asu's last 10 games (team is 5-5 in those games). she is expected
to return as soon as this weekend. freshman post reili richardson (above)

(team-high 11 points, career-high seven rebounds, career-high-tying
seven assists) was forced to leave asu's game vs. washington (jan. 15)
after suffering an ankle injury with 7:37 remaining in the fourth quarter
(game was tied at 48-48 at the time). by the time richardson returned
after being treated on the bench the sun devils were down 59-50 with

2:54 left. the injury rate for games and practices with junior players was
determined by dividing the number of injuries by the number of hours of
exposure. injury rates per 1000 hours of exposure were also calculated
by dividing the injury rate by the total hours of exposure. the injury rate
per 1000 hours of exposure was determined by dividing the number of
injuries by the total hours of exposure. the injury rate per 1000 hours of
exposure was calculated by dividing the number of injuries by the total

hours of exposure. the relative risk (rr) of injury was calculated by
dividing the injury rate for a specific event (eg, head injuries) by the

injury rate for all events (eg, all injuries in all games and practices). the
95% confidence interval was calculated using the proportion of the

sample size as the standard error.
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